
Oligarchy 
Leaders of Servitude (Civil) 

By James McGuire 

The term Oligarchy1 (from Greek �λιγαρχία, oligarkhía2) is a form of power structure in which 
power effectively rests with a small number of people. 

8th Edition of Black’s law defines “lawyer” as one who is licensed to practice law, and  
“Esquire” as a title of courtesy appended after the name of the lawyer. 

Gretchen Morgenson published “Homework Regulators Aren’t Doing” on April 16, 2011 in the 
New York Times3 and identified Elizabeth W. Magner, as a bankruptcy court judge in the 
Eastern District of Louisiana and noticed Judge Magner, “has probably done more investigating 
than some of the attorneys general…” 

Let everyone address the definition of The Creator, The Singular Deity, the One and Only!  This 
author prays that one day the idolaters who love money over God will see the light before their 
eternal souls are forever damned!  Every look at creation is proof enough that God exists.  For 
the Oligarchs who worship money, note that the source materials required to make money 
originated on Earth. The Oligarchs need only look at where they are standing to realize that the 
Earth’s creation is beyond all of mankind’s most imaginative capabilities of creation, even those 
speculated in 2045.  

People are revolting against the Oligarchs to end the servitude in the Middle East.  Social unrest 
and riots have erupted against the servitude across the globe, not only in third world countries 
and emerging nations, but also in advanced countries such as Greece, the UK, and the US.  One 
thing is certain:  if a light bulb burns out and you need light, you will replace the light bulb.   
Likewise, if a bathtub is dirty and you need a bath, you will first clean the tub so that no scum is 
left.  

 “Over two thousand years ago, Jesus began the fight with the money changers; and today, God 
has set loose the stampede of Pale Horses to fight the evil and the rider’s names are the 
People.”4 

Quote from Terminator 2: Judgment Day, “It’s a damn mini gun.”  In writing, it is not a mini 
gun, nor any pen, but that of a pen that carries the voice of the people. 

  
                                                            
1 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oligarchy 
2 Henry George Liddell, Robert Scott, A Greek‐English Lexicon, on Perseus Digital Library 
3 http://www.nytimes.com/2011/04/17/business/17gret.html?_r=2&adxnnl=1&adxnnlx=1302973491‐
LjvfAghFKxLiqFdhXTdcRg 
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The Oligarchy 

A successful Oligarchy needs a series of ‘successors and assigns,’ an army of faithful sub-
Oligarchy, to assure its success.  Powerful Oligarchies require only about one percent (1%) of a 
population for their power distribution; in the United States approximately 3 million people 
would be in direct service to the Oligarchy, with the balance of the US population of  
326,700,000 people in servitude to the Oligarchy . 

The Sub-Oligarchy 

Whether the Sub-Oligarchy realize it, they themselves have submitted to servitude. So long as 
the Oligarchy provide them with means to survive, the Sub-Oligarchy will fulfill the wishes of 
the Oligarchy. Without these minions the Oligarchy would not have the power to keep the people 
in servitude.  

Agencies of the United States (Sub-Oligarchy) 

The first of the Sub-Oligarchy in this country are the few persons within several of the United 
States agencies. One need only to look within the Federal Reserve, United States Treasury, OCC 
and the other agencies and retrieve the list of names involved in these agencies and identity the 
Financial Oligarchy from which they came. History will provide the names of the Financial 
Oligarchies for where these same names will seek employment as a lobbyist, consultant, etc to 
the Financial Oligarchy. Again, it is not the government that is the Sub-Oligarchy but that of a 
few of these individuals within the government agencies that claims the actions taken are in the 
best benefit of the country. The 1% of the Oligarchy counts their rubber duck money on this 
claim, while 99% of the people realize the bath tub has a big hole. The writer has found that the 
United States of America is a just and fair country, it is that of few individuals operating within 
the government that has tainted this countries good name. 
 

The Lawyers (Sub-Oligarchy) 
Defending the Oligarchy is the Sub-Oligarchy’s lawyer’s job.  Those in servitude will encounter 
these lizard-tongued yellow-bellied rubber duck lawyers who manipulate the words of law for 
the Oligarchy.  It appears these lawyers are most interested in the highest floor of a building and 
largest paycheck achievable. Lawyers have a duty to their clients.  Lying, confabulating or 
restating statutes, and /or abusing the Rules of the Courts are ways  rubber duck lawyers help 
serve the Oligarchy  to avoid justice  resulting  in  the mass miscarriage of justice. These lawyers 
may operate within imperfect or manipulated laws created by man, but they have failed to 
observe their duty to God.  “So Help Me God,” the Lawyers Creed for Florida5, and the Texas 
Attorney Oath6. 
 
                                                            
5 
http://www.floridabar.org/TFB/TFBResources.nsf/Attachments/D729A92673914BC6852571C6006EED37/$FILE/2C
reed&Oath.pdf?OpenElement 
6 http://www.supreme.courts.state.tx.us/court/atty_oath.htm 



 
 

The Courts (Sub-Oligarchy) 
The courts were created to uphold the laws as written. The court system is a just and sound 
system.  The fault is not with the courts but those several judges that preside over the court that 
fail to follow the rule of law. As most state judges are elected, the Oligarchy will most assuredly 
will attempt to support electing those that would aid the Oligarchy. It is not the Courts that listen 
to the mistruths of the lawyers and fail to follow the rule of law, but that of individual judges 
who hide behind the veil of Sovereign Immunity.    

Law Enforcement (Sub-Oligarchy) 
The actions of Law Enforcement as Sub-Oligarchy are carried out as unknowing participants as 
they are only executing orders they have sworn to uphold. Those who give the orders to for Law 
Enforcement higher level Sub-Oligarchy that should be accountable for law enforcement actions. 
The Oligarchy has succeeded in creating a system where an unknowing law enforcement is  the 
front line troops to maintain their order of Financial Gestapolism. 

Gotta love Paul Krugman’s comment in the article “Another Inside Job7”:  Bankers themselves 
warn that any action against them would place economic recovery at risk.  Look at who is 
concerned with that statement—Wall Street’s and the Government’s Oligarchy!  The 1% or less 
of the population that has benefitted from eviscerating the United States’ economy and putting 
the rest of the nation and its children’s children into servitude, while the 99% in servitude will 
pay  whatever the price is for America to return to a great nation of truth, justice and opportunity.  

Maybe mainstream media has not picked up on it, but the people involved with the people’s 
media are already preparing for the 2012 elections.  Congressional electorates should be greatly 
concerned with 2012.  The People know that The People are the most influential and important 
special interest group in the United States of America, and indeed, the entire world!  The People 
are talking; the leaders of this country appear to be listening to paying lobbyists on behalf of the 
Oligarchy instead of their constituents.  How much better to ride a wave for God and The People 
than to jockey a sinking rubber duck among the bubble scum in a dirty bathtub! 

                                                            
7 http://www.nytimes.com/2011/03/14/opinion/14krugman.html# 


